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Chapter 1

This chapter will deal with two closely related but never
theless distinct issues: The actual behavior of lr\n'VOT'If"b"'llr\n1l4l'1"C'

in the administrative process or what we have called "the
regulation game," and the economic purpose of the process itself. We
are interested in how the game works and in it is We
have also tried to an overview of the extensive but not very
coherent literature on regulation.

The chapter is organized as follows.
suggestions as to the strategies
the regulation game. For purposes of we have chosen to
write this as a "how-to" manual. This first section ends with some
tentative hypotheses about the purposes of a game with
the features that have been described, at least the
strategic rules. The second section a brief overview of some
of the literature on regulatory behavior. The third section is intended
to address the question: does the game exist and
what economic purpose does it serve? We with a brief dis-
cussion of the role of antitrust law and some normative C'lr\,r"'''''1l'1llnil"'1l",",v,C'

The two major conclusions can be summarized. a ma-
jor effect of the administrative or process is to attenuate
the rate at which market and technological forces on
individual economic agents; it is rational for voters to such a
mechanism for avoiding risk to a laissez-faire market even-
at the cost of some efficiency loss. The process is .
"fairer" than the ungoverned market because it due process
requirements on any change in the existing set of and
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they must not make too many enemies. Generally
walk this line by being "efficient." reorganize bureaus and
to make dockets move faster, and they make Y\Ct.'T'lrTC'"!{'lrTr,·""TV\"'{Y

mately nonsubstantive speeches.
The behavior of a regulatory agency is the nature of its

commissioners, within the arguably very narrow constraints 1"YY\Y'\""l:,.o.riI

by the statutory framework of the agency, the administrative pro
cess, and precedent. For this reason, it would be wrong to
emphasis on the character and capability of the commissioners in
explaining regulatory behavior.

The statutory framework which establishes the charter
should generally be regarded as a set of minimum constraints.
cies can and do extend their charters when necessary to effectuate
their "scheme" of regulation, and in doing so are ............ \0........... """'........

the courts . The main reason for this is the broad ,V\",,,.,.,.,.-t-,,,V\

protect the "public interest, convenience, and
nearly all the enabling statutes contain. This is a vague and
ended license, and can be used to rationalize any
intervention. cannot so easily be used to justify alE;en,gageJmE~nt

the regulatory authority from some field, however [
The administrative pro«ess is a set of procedures similar to

those governing courts of law, which regulatory follow in
making decisions. Hearings are generally to establish issues
of fact, and there is usually ample opportunity for within the
agency, and then to the federal courts. All must be accorded
due process. This jurisprudentially laudable set of constraints on
agency behavior has an interesting side effect, which is the creation
of substantial delays and legal expenses. party to a decision may
impose these delays and expenses on the other the ad
ministrative process provides important opportunities for ... 1l.I..... ' ..... Il.I ....... I"-. ..........

behavior by regulated firms. ",.
Any established regulatory agency possesses a of and

past decisions that act as precedents for future decisions. Precedent
is important because it has generally been sanctified on review the
federal courts. Even though some new may be it
must be tested on appeal, and thus carries with it certain doubts and
risks. Finally, commissioners and especially agency staffs are often
committed, intellectually or to the and
decisions of the agency.a This provides a constraint on
behavior.

aWitness the FCC's stubborn commitment to UHF long after it was clearly a
failure.

No industry offered the to be regulated should decline
it. Few industries have done so. Railroads, airlines, telephone compa-

radio stations, and most other industries have warmly embraced
regulation when it was offered and have strenuously resisted efforts
to remove it. With the exception of natural gas suppliers, whose
prices have been held below competitive levels, every industry vio-

resisted the Ford administration deregulation program. Regu
lation protects such industries against competition from Ol,ltsiders
and from within the It provides protection from antitrust
attack. It provides a degree of protection from congressional investi
gation. Regulation greatly reduces the risk of bankruptcy from
causes other than while regulation may make very
high rates of return difficult to achieve, it does virtually guarantee a
steady stream of adequate profits.

Strategic use of the regulatory process is at least as important to
many industries as the traditional decision variables: prices, entry,
and innovation. In order to take full advantage of the process, it is
useful to understand the motives and behavior of regulators, and the
tools available to manipulate that behavior.

Government regulators are usually collegial bodies. The individual
members are, on average, politicians. These politicians fall into two
classes. The first, and far the largest, consists of candidates who
were not elected or reelected to office, and their former aides. As a
group, they have strong political instincts but little imagination, and
they regard their jobs as sinecures. The second and smaller group
consists of not unsuccessful politicians, with larger ambitions, who
are in their jobs in a holding pattern. Their political in
stincts are even more sensitive since they are anxious to get ahead in
the world. The members of the second group must walk a narrow
line: they must build or maintain a reputation, and at the same time

market structures. The result is to give individuals and firms some
legal rights to the status quo. The second point is that regulated firms
and industries operate within th~ adl1!inistrative process just as they
operate-in. the market; the environment provides opportunitiesfor
strategic behavior in of economic objectives. Given the first
'poiiif, it 'mustbeemphasized that"this strategic use of the administra
tive process does not necessarily constitute abuse of that process.

this chapter rather carefully avoids such normative judg
ments. Normative issues are discussed in the concluding section.
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and public interest advocates. If the established firm has ...., ""...
manipulated agency policy, then the status quo is a state ..... ....,J s=,'-" 014....

the firm, and the strategic use of administrative can pro
long the status quo. A demonstration of willingness to do this may
even forestall efforts by outsiders to engage in the process. The
which can be purchased litigation offers an to under-
take other measures to reduce or eliminate costs of an eventual
adverse decision. These measures include strategic
lative proposals, and lobbying If the administrative process
goes on long enough, it is even possible to ask for a new on
the grounds that new and more accurate information may be
able. 'rhe agen~y cannot resist the to
exhau~lron-'()f'p'roGess,because this be for 1I"o"\\ra.....'cs:l1

appeal'to the courts.

Make Strategic Use of Innovation. It is useful to have
available a well-managed research and whose
output of inventions can be controlled for purposes .. This is
not applicable to many but for those
developing technology it can be a crucial element ...."Y"nV"'IV"rr the
regulatory game. A well-timed announcement of an innovation or
technological can moot a difficult issue which threat-
ens to go against the firm. At a the terms of the debate
may change sufficiently to the process to
anew .. The optimal timing of inn'ovation is affected the presence
of regulatio11. Examples include AT&T's invention of '''SG'' under~
seas cable (Chapter cellular mobile radio and "data under
voice" digital communications capacity

A steady stream of cost-reducing innovation is useful to the
tenance of high profits in the face of rate of return A firm
in this situation can continuously lower at a rate less than the
rate at which costs decline, and thus avoid review that is
either strict or frequent.

Industries

Make Use of Inforrriation. The ability to control the
flow of information to the regulatory agency is a crucial element ill
affecting decisions. Agencies can be guided in the desired direction.
by making available selected facts. Alternatively, the
holding of information can be used to compel a lawsuit for "produc
tion" when delay is advantageous. Delay can also be achieved by
overresponse: flooding the agency with more information than it can
absorb. Sometimes, when a specific item of information is requested
and it is difficult or to delay in providing the best tac
tic is to it in a mountain of irrelevant material. This is a familiar
tactic of attorneys in antitrust suits. It is also sometimes useful to
provide the information but to deny its reliability a?d t.o commer:ce
a study to acquire more reliable data. Another optIon IS ~o proVide
"accurate" information unofficially to selected personnel of the
agency who are known to be sympathetic. If another party ha~ sup-

damaging it is important to supply contrary Infor-
mation in as technical a form as possible so that a hearing is necessary
to settle the issues of "fact."b

In the context of a it is often useful to control access to
information within the firm itself so t~(it, ()ffi~..ia~~ ..,.~~~~~!yi1!g,
company do npt have of d'aniagr#~ facts. ,Thus, the inter..
nal irifo:ri.ilation system of the firm must be carefully structured So
that there are officials at various levels who can testify truthfully''''
about various issues, and who are themselves ignorant of strategicall¥'~~~'

information. to have a centraliz~q. n1anage-'"
ment_i:nJQrmationsystemexistence is":kiibVV!1to many employ
~~s. Instead, information processing should be highly d'ecentralized';,,,,"

control should be exercised by careful personnel policies. It is
always that managers be loyal, and promotion policies
should select this The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company has over the years made m~sterfuluse of information strat
egies, some of which are described in Chapters 2 and 7 .

Produce More than One Product or ~,a'''''l:r"ll''''D,a

Cost.. An extremely successful strategy is to
vice to classes of customers who are favored
cies of the government. and poor customers are
ideal subjects for this treatment, as o'pposed to or
wealthy consumers. It is to have this and
endorsed th.e agency. Most federal .... "-'so........... '..... ""'-"' ...

witl:1"str.Q.pg.Jingering Ne.w Deal welcome. the VlJtJV'Jl.',nA11.Jl.JLIV~Y,.

to "'engage in redistributiq.n.",Th.e existence of cross-subsidization is an

Make Use of Litigation costs are usually
small compared to the stakes in a regulatory decision for an estab-
lished firm or On the other hand, they are likely to be pro-

much more to new firms, prospective entrants,

example is the FCC's newspaper-TV cross-ownership proceeding, in
which the NAB commissioned a study by a private consulting firm to counter
evidence submitted by a public interest intervenor regarding econop:1ic effects.
The result was that the FCC saw the economic experts "cancel out."



the agency staff. Each contact must be tailored to the back
ground and personality of the official being lobbied. For this reason,
it is useful to. ~~~,p file~ of and

adiy~rseand

not too remote from the corporate
loyalty.

Introduction

the Regulatory is ......... '-~ ...~ ...... ..., ...~, ... s.o-. ...

the participation of experts, especially academics. A
or industry should be prepared whenever possible to
perts. This is most effectively done the "'~UL.'\A.Jl.Jl.JLs;;,

in each relevant field and them as consultants or nri,rr,C1."""C1

giving them research grants and the like. This
modicum of finesse; it must not, be too for the .....,-<,..~J.....,... ...,...,

selves must not recognize that have lost their and
freedom of action. At a minimum, a program of this kind reduces the
threat that the leading experts will be available to or write
against the interests of the regulated firms. AT&T has made a
investment, for instance, in very economic talent over the
past decade. It is not accidental that this group of econo
mists has produced a formidable new of natural
monopoly that may serve as a powerful argument in favor of barriers
to entry and the exclusion of competitors in AT&T markets . The
only other apparent beneficiary of the normative of this
theory is the postal service.

A special case of cooption applies to
Washington law firm is essential to success in the "'~)'.. """'JI."""V'-J""

Thus, it is useful, at a minimum,
access to the best firms keeping them on retainer. It is not
sible, of course, to do this with all of the those with PJ .......... v ......' ..........., ........

expertise and influence in the fields of interest should be selected.

Trade-off the The established firm will find
opportunities to play one agency against another. The most common
instance of this occurs with respect to geographic : state
versus federal, or one state versus another. The interests of these
agencies often diverge, and one can court the assistance of one
agency in dealing with another, in the event of an
to Congress or public opinion. In matters of rate it is as
useful to be able to transfer assets, costs, and among
dictions as among product lines.c

c The telephone industry has an extremely complicated set of "separations"
principles, which have been manipulated to the advantage of intrastate service
rates and to the political advantage of AT&T with state public utility commis
sions.

the Effective lobbying requires close
contact between the lobbyists and government officials.

Social events are to this strategy. The object is to establish
personal relationships transcending any particular issue.

Company and industry officials must be "people" to the agency
decisionmake:t;"s, not just organizational functionaries. An official
contemplating a decision must be led to think of its impact in human
terms, and not in institutional or organizational terms. Officials will
be much less willing to hurt long-time acquaintances than corpora
tions. Of course, there are also important tactical elements of lobby
ing, of which not the least is information gathering at low levels of

Use the as a One of the worst fears of a
..... .,.."........ D ....... 4-,...~"..,..T agency is the bankruptcy of the firm it supervises, res1Jlt-

of service to the or wildly fluctuating
it is in the interest of the agency to prevent price com

..,..,.rt. ...., .... ,~.....,. among the firms it regulates. The ideal strategy is to get the
agency to endorse '~~.!~~~~g;ula~.~~"J:?" lJY the ind.ustrysothat ~he in

cartel can. manage things under an?f antitrust Immu
and insurance rate bureaus -and the NAB code

I,..,......,.,..,,,,.,,rt< quantities- of advertisements in TV and radio) are excellent
examples of this strategy. The cartel rates or practices thus deter

are immune from the usual tendency toward cheating because
they carry the force of or at least the threat of direct interven~

tion the agency.

6 The Regulation Game

extremely powerful barrier to entry. Thea.-~~J.?~~_"V\lj.lll.1.0tallow.coJ.11..:-
petition affect profits if it is convfriced. that those profits are

. necessary cross,:,subsidy. Local airline service is an
,. .......... """"""II"'.r\1rIT example. It is not always necessary to actually cross-subsi
dize in if the cost allocations are sufficiently complex and if the
regulated firm claims the subsidy exists with sufficient conviction
and frequency. Sometimes it is useful to give these subsidies in kind,
if no opportunity for subsidies is available. Public service ex-

endorsed preferably, mandated) by the regulatory
agency are as useful as cross-subsidies. Public service programming on
TV stations is a good example of this.

Another reason for producing more than one product or service is
that in so one has the opportunity to shift assets, profits, and
costs accounting from one to another as the occasio11
demands. It is useful to participate in one or more mar-
kets that are not at least by the same agency. For years the
TV networks have this game, with profits shifting from the
network to the owned operated stations.
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agency. In this case, as with issues the .......... 1'" .......... '............' ...... firm aris-
ing from other quarters such as public interest the
is set for a major conflict. Such conflicts end up in the halls
of Congress and in the White House.

It is important to understand that the 11'-''-', .., ...

such issues are seldom interested in the are
certainly not concerned with sophisticated are inter-
ested in appearances and in the power and influence of the
parties. halfway significant which claims
that it be harmed another can '1l'1lC1'1l'1l.'IIIT'T

blocking the decision, often , ....
of the executive branch, much prefers to en-
dorsed by the warring parties than to make a the
party with the most to gain from the continuance of the status quo
is in, a position of power in the negotiations for a The
party 'making the challenge must U\,AL.IL..IL. ..A. .L\ .A..A.V !'J'V' ..IL.LlbI.L '-'Wl. .....

to be able to block decisions on some other issue where
harm the established firm. in a kind of 1'"'.n~'"'IIU''VI.1f"'I: environ-
ment, the conflict is resolved.

The regulation game has not been effectively modeled. One of the
major reasons for this is that it has been very difficult to lY"'YI"'J!'""rtIl1l1tr1l~

convincing arguments to justify specific "1f"J""u",IU-L1II

for the agency itself. However, it is worth whether the regu-
latory agency does have an objective function at or whether it is
better modeled as a passive mechanism, to
rules derived from its constraints. In inventing the form for
most administrative agencies, Congress has that
agencies will not have consistent decision-guiding And
even if agencies do have objectives, have little of action
withiri the constraints of process, and charter" it
seems best to regard the regulatory agency as an force
whose behavior can be strategically firms it
regulates.

The literature on regulation is so extensive and·· eclectic as to
any neat taxonomy. We provide here brief reviews of the
associated with a few individual scholars, followed a
gorization. The Chicago school of economists and 1":l'lXT">:T01f"C--IL,,'-""'-' ..... _'-"

Stigler [ and Richard Posner in associated with

~tr·atf~au~s for New Firms and
A firm or industry which is new to the economy must be able to

take wise action with respect to regulation. If the firm produces
something that competes with the products of a regulated firm, then
regulation is a sine qua non of existence. But this is no matter; any
firm with aspirations to steady but not spectacular profits should em
brace regulation willingly. A prospective entrant with a new technol
ogy or service not identical to that by existing regulated
firms should try very hard to 15e regulated by a different agency or at
least a new bureau of the old agency. This is useful in countering
the establishment forces that will be put in the patll of

The airlines took advantage of this strategy in the thirties.
What have to the airlines at the tender mercies of
the ICC beggars the imagination. Another example is the creation of
the FCC's cable television bureau to promote cable interests within
the FCC. An industry or firm which is not providing a service that
threatens an existing protectorate should strive to be reg.,.
ulated an agency that has other and more important responsibili
ties. The ideal situation is to have the protection of the regulatory
machinery and its immunities, but to be sufficiently obscure that
the agency spends little effort in trying to regulate. Examples here
include the international telegraph companies, title insurance under
writers, and small independent telephone companies, discussed else-:,
where in this book.

The newly regulated firm should arrange, if possible, to be regu
lated more than one agency, or in several jurisdictions. This cre-
ates administrative in the short run, but in the long term
it a degree of flexibility in dealing with anyone of
the agencies. The charter of one or more of these agencies should
include the power to grant antitrust immunity.

itrclte(lleS for Confl iet
Regulated firms face the most serious financial threats, not from

their regulators, but from potential competitors. Regulation is an
excellent device for eliminating competition within the industry and
for preventing direct entry. It is not as foolproof in dealing with
competing technologies, especially ones not reachable by the agency
under its statutory charter. order for the agency to control the
threat it must first assert jurisdiction over it. In itself, this implies
only that the established regulated industry must be prepared to give
up something to the new industry, but under carefully controlled
and gradual circumstances. The more serious case occurs when the
new technology manages to become regulated by a different or new
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scientists have tried to cope with the of n""",N""",rrnv.,.,,....,'1IC"'

tion, a task which must at least begin with institutionalism.
lation~is endogenous, the problem is much more than
maximizing a profit function subject to some set of constraints. The
complications are of the same sort as those encountered in the
of oligopoly behavior, with the added that the "'h"n.n-t·'1IT .......

function of one participant, the agency, is if indeed one
exists at all.

There are two versions of the capture theory what Posner calls
the "economic" theory) of regulation. In the first, JL.'l"...~;"UI..lI.(.Il,."\".J1Jl.

cies are established for interest" purposes, but tJ'-'f.IU'U'-.U\\,Al~Jl.Jl.".lI.

they become the tools of the industry This version of
the theory is really indistinguishable from the
to be discussed below. The other version of the
latory agencies are in fact created to serve the interests of
dustry they regulate, as a direct response congressmen to the
demands of industry for cartel management. That industries
have such a demand is obvious. But it was not until Peltzman's
paper that the capture theo;ry enthusiasts had any of the
supply side of the market for regulation. Peltzman a ............... ..,.,. .... .,.
side by assuming that politicians and agencies desire to maxhnize
vote margins, and using the redistributive powers of .A. ...... 50.. ll.AL .... 'fl,JI,.V'\,..J'.A.

agencies to benefit groups that can these vote rn-::11l"0"'lnc

theory is thus a special case of the 1fT..... ".,. ...........nl ................... ,"""' ....... ,,... ,, ...............

ment will seek to redistribute income to benefit 4", .. ".... ........ + ...........

electorate. The capture theory model 'is a framework in the
purpose of regulation is to redistribute incomes in favor of groups
that will supply electoral rewards to the who the
redistribution. The regulatory agency is one of the tools avail-
able for this purpose. Various direct tax and programs,
of course, may be used, and presumably are to similar effect.
Peltzman's model is by far the most sophisticated, and test
able statement of the capture or "economic" ............"' ................ .,.

The political science literature reaches. the same conclu-
sion about the effect of regulation as the capture it
favors industry groups at the expense of even its
initial purpose and effect may have been different. Bernstein's life
cycle theory suggests that short-lived coalitions of consumer interest
groups are formed to pass regulatory that is intended to

10 The Regulation Game

the idea of agency organized interest groups, either by
initial design or as a result of subsequent machinations. Sam Peltz;·
man , also of the Chicago school, has recently generalized this
model to the it can no longer be called a "capture" model.
A leading science theory of regulation is provided by Marvar

"life hypothesis. The notion that agencies are
in of the interest~QllPbeing regulated is nowimpli~it

much of the poiitical?~i~,l1ceJiterature · Roger Nollan'd MorrfE;~'-·
provide a political-science~based model of congressional

demand for administrative activity based on the voters' demand for
congressional facilitation services. Finally, because of its novel per
spective, we will review Victor Goldberg's idea of regulation as con-
tract [

Until the 1960s, the view of regulation was it pro-
or at least was to provide, a degree of protection

for consumers from the depredation of monopolists, from shoddy
and dangerous fly-by-night operators, or that it protected producers
from the effects of certain fundamentally unstable markets.
Classical case studies, for instance, insisted that the purpose of the
Interstate Commerce was to protect farmers from the

pricing of railroad cartels . The initial
intention of the Pure Food and Drug Act was to deal with the fake
drug marketed marginal operators And the pri
mary purpose in creating the Aeronautics Board was to bring
about and insure a stable air transport market

JL.J .....UL ...JLJ._ the 1960s, the economics profession at least came to hold
contrary sometimes inconsistent) views of regulation. We came
to believe that regulation was ineffective in restraining monopoly
power, that regulatory agencies were often captured by industry
groups used as cartel managers, and that regulation introduced
..,.,."....·t- ..... 'Y"I,+'niiTT serious distortions in the resource allocation process, par-

causing utilities and other industries with heavy capital
investment to select inappropriate factor proportions [15] · We came
to believe that commissions did something other than
make natural monopolies behave as if they were competitors.

and Johnson made the stUdy of regulation respectable by
snatching it from the and bringing it into the mathe
matical Unfortunately, most of the tractable models of regu
lated behavior require that the constraints be exogenous. The notion
that firms interact with their regulators, or that the regu:·
lators themselves may be trying to do something more complicated
than rates of causes difficulties for these models. This
fact has never gone unnoticed. Economists, lawyers, and political
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short, the hypothesis lacks a basis for testing. 1\/ln'1I9£"l.""'CYr""",,

esis cannot adequately explain why some l1Yl'f-.n1l9f"'11C'+C'

tively represented than others, or under what rh ...... ,~r«·.1t'".. , ... ..,..,.. some groups
succeed and others fail. As a consequence, since the of Dahl
and Lindblom, the bargaining hypothesis has continual
refinement.

Interest group interaction in the administrative process is of irl-
cre~sing importance as the courts steadily the scope
of mterest group representation, a trend

· Recently James Wilson has tried to give the
!TiOre substance speculating on what the most
behavior will be under three contrasting ,,..,.'1...................... ,.,4-

He argues that if the benefits of are over a
large cross-section of the while the costs are concentrated

example, automobile safety then ........... )oo., ................ v"-J'JJ..

will be st.alled in the administrative process. Or if the bene-
fits go to a small group and the costs are as in the case of
milk price regulation or tends to
serve the interests of the smaller group. if both costs and
benefits are concentrated competing groups, the JJ..'-'.s;itViLAILAoV'Il,.J.JA.

will act as an arbitrator. The structure of the will be IaIlllllar
to those who have read Olson's Logic Collective Note that
Wilson's arguments still spring the
pothesis: the of JJ..'-'~ViL.A.lLJl,VVJL
political context of the regulating agency, a ........ "'n .. "!t-" ...... "'"

tent with Peltzman's more model. The lY""'"WV"V'\.r'1........... 'nD

lies in the perception of the degree of control exercised
cal decisionmakers.. .

Porter and Sagansky argue that the variable in under-
standing the phenomenon of regulation is the set of of the regu
latory agency. This emphasis on agency goals contrasts with "'~lrV"""""""'''"''''''''''''
on agency decisions or the and welfare of d.:l("f£lllntn"o'

decisions that are the concern of most of the regu-
latory agencies. Porter and Sagansky assert that one' cannot
agency goals from an of agency or the
effects of such decisions on the .because there are to
be intermediating constraints and "I1n1l"· ...... ".,l"V'\n4-.. ,...,."'" 1I9r"l.ln1t- ...... rIl ..I...lllll':>lIa~l\.'Ci:)..

The importance of this r1l1lC"T1I1I'"1Irl1T"",..... ....... npl~.'}{rtl,p,n

be seen through an example of two 4:Jl1,- ......1I9....'nof-' ... -r .......

of agency goals: the agency pursues the
agency seeks to the welfare of the

12 The Regulation Game

benefit consumers, but that the machinery thus established subse-
quently becomes captured the industry. The consumer interest
coalition fades in as the issue loses political salience. The
loss of salience is due in to the perpetuated myth that the
agency is acting to consumer interests. This is what Edeln1an
calls "symbolic politics" [ . The symbolism is useful; the myth of
consumer protection reduces the potential for political protest and,.
alienation evoking the symbols and rituals of the state.

Edelman's position that regulation is a useful symbolic charade
must be assessed in of the fact that the activity involved, how
ever is not costless. A very large part of the legal profes
sion is employed in its operation, and there are numerous additional
costs by the process, aside from the substantive trans-
fer from to groups. Indeed, as Posner has
suggested in another much of the gains from the transfer
process may be competed away by expenditures on the process of
"."..,.trh,,,,,,·f-*=l"V"iI'1I1Y'1In" a or economically position . One
is left with the question whether both groups have not ended in a
"low level with lawyers, lawmakers, and consult-

economists as the beneficiaries.
Another early describing regulatory behavior resulted

from to the decision-making process. Writ-
in Robert Dahl and Charles Lindblom pictured regulatory

agencies as one among many competing interest groups . For
example, the Food and Administration the medical pro-
fession, the industry, and various consumer groups
are all viewed as special interests attempting to influence policies
affecting the development of new drugs. In such a context, decisions
eventually handed down the FDA are more the result of bargains
and compromises than independent deliberation.

It must be emphasized that agencies are not to be mistaken as pas
sive tools yielding to the strongest pressure of the time. Presumably

too have an identifiable interest, whether it be to satisfy a con
~.Jl..'C;OO.lV.a..Il.4"".Il. mandate, an administrator's personal goals, or something
else. Most writers to the bargaining hypothesis are hesitant,

.. ra ....."V"lI 1t'", TTY the specific interests of the regulators
to these interests within the context of

case which is tantamount to saying the bargaining hypothesis
does well with but is short on foresight. The hypothesis
also suffers from the same of generality present in the life

too many different kinds of behavior
A"I[rll,""lo'l1nohl£"l as outcomes of compromises, while no particular be-

1J.JL"-."\..Il.J.'vvu.I\J.a,,,..,,, aside from being the result of a compromise.
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environment. However, severe hardships such as those
inflation beginning in the late 1960s can lead to a rI'C","""r'i'lI,R .. a.-~ ..."...... ·","""",

situation-the innovative stage.
The period of innovation is essentially : a

which the agency's rules are no longer satisfactory to the AJl.J1.'~""'Jl.'VUV

groups it faces. Because of the ensuing the agency is '1rlIlIll'C"...."r.r-II

into a search process for new rules which will eliminate conflict.
ically, in the case of state regulatory commissions, several "leader"
commissions can be identified that initiate most of the r1I£1I'rT£1I!r"h'1rll'VV'llr,,~"'"

of the new rules. the case of electric
states are New York, Wisconsin, and '-'AJl.JLJl.VI..

of trial and error, new principles are KlILlTTlL1Br"h1Y"'.£1Iril

"struck at the heart of long accepted "JIrll·l'Y\l·Y'lo"JIC'i-.".. .... i- ... TT""'- 1f1lff"11r1lrllllT1,RoClC'

from 'inside'." Each new attempt at a set of rules which
the criticism of interest groups is to a few firms at a time.
When a successful system has been it is then diffused
throughout the nation imitation the
agencies.

Joskow's model of the regulatory agency bears a
resemblance to the so-called cybernetic to bu
reaucratic behavior idea is to recognize the agency not as
an economic "rational actor" maximizing some r"hV"l. .. '"""",•.,.. .. T1rr>. .......... J1.A'\JVJI. ••JJl.A ..

as Peltzman would have but as an organization with bounded
rationality, conflicting goals, and While this is
a sensible idea, it is not clear whether it can be useful outside of the
context of replicated tasks, such as budget-setting a11d rate of return
regulation.

Bureaucrats and _,",~~loJllllUllb~""U..J'

Although market competition does not bureaucrats to
maximize net revenue, or minimize costs, as the case may
still have preferences that influence the behavior of their bureau.
Therefore, economists have sought to model these as a
means to study and predict regulatory behavior. While the interest
group hypothesis views bureaucratic preferences as one factor
among the many that determine regulatory the
mization approach focuses on these preferences, and more rh"'<Tr• ....".,..Hvv

the maximization of the administrator's satisfaction to cer-
tain constraints, such as opposing interests and restrictions.

William Niskanen bases his model on what he two criti-
cal characteristics of bureaus bureaucrats strive to maxi-
mize the total budget of their and second, bureaus av,nh":lnrfn

a specific output for a specific budget. This second n>n',..,.."...r:l\n>"'I""r'\"1V""JIC""'I"" .. ...."

and Sagansky contend that the socially inefficient agency decisions
that are observed can be consistent with both hypotheses, not merely
with the second. It is consistent with the first hypothesis, for exam
ple, when there are constraints such as limited information or limited
analytical capacity. The distinction between goals and decisions be
comes extremely when remedies for economically ineffi
cient results of regulation are sought. One cannot assume that the
agency's actual goal is to regulated firms and then prescribe
an of the agency's incentives. It is entirely
possible that the agency's actual goal is to protect the public interest,
in which case a sufficient would be the removal of constraint

In£"b1l"a''JI~lIn(T agency resources for gathering data or for enforcing
decisions.

The distinction between decisions and goals also becomes impor
tant in the choice of data that describe regulators' behavior. If there
is an unconstrained between agency goals and agency
decisions, then it is sufficient to examine the decisions themselves;
studying the actual process of decision-making is Ullnecessary. In
deed, studying the decision processes themselves may be misleading
in the event that the administrative process is a charade, masking the
agency's true intentions toward the group disadvantaged by its
actions. if there are constraints which prevent one from
making inferences about goals on the basis of decisions, then
studying the decision-making process assumes critical importance.

Porter and Sagansky argue that the agency is best viewed as opti-
mizing a objective function subject to multiple con-
straints. contrast this with the pre-Peltzman capture theory
which implies that the agency has one unambiguous goal (serving the
regulated firms) that is subject to no binding substantive or
procedural constraints.

Joskow suggests that agency behavior can at any
one time, characterized as in one of two modes: the agency in
'-'''I'"",-JUI,.Ll\JJl.,A,'V<l.J1.JLA with its interest group environment and (2) the agency
in a of innovation . In the first case, there is a well
established organizational structure for the regulatory agency and

procedures and instruments which the
agency uses and predictably. This is the period during
which the agency has attained its goal of minimizing conflict and
criticism from the and consumer groups, subject to its legis-
lative and constraints. Once procedures with satisfactory
results have been adopted, decision rules emerge and agencies operate
relatively of economic conditions. These particular
decision rules will withstand moderate changes in the economic
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administrative law, wherein the regulator is supposed to be an
tial arbiter of the public interest (where interest" includes
the interest of the firm being regulated). Goldberg is not very .n. ...r",............... +

~bout this, but it is possible that the correct view is that the agency is
a sort of court administering a "contract" in which consumers are
represented by a fictitious agent. Then the "esti-
mates" the negotiating position of the fictitious agent as a court
would, helps administer the contract. or not this is
ible, Goldberg's main is that the deals that would be made
such an agent might well include, say, restrictions on of com-
peting suppliers. The reason for this is that in in-
dustries, consumers want to avoid the increased costs that
would result from risky heavy investment under free If this
were a theory of administrative agency it ex-
plain both the traditional behavior of the agencies in like
cartel managers and the otherwise anomalous of in
promoting competition, such as the FCC's policy toward AT&T. Un
fortunately, it is far from obvious that this is an acceptable of
the behavior of such agencies, although it may very well be a useful
normative framework. One difficulty with testing the is that
contrary evidence may simply be interpreted as
rationality and uncertainty are the motivation for vvr~''-'T"''·''''''''''',,,",,
in the first place.

Goldberg's approach is critical of the standard r..~ .. .n."",T'

behavior, which use static analysis of "discrete to con
demn stability-augmenting policies such as entry barriers. The proper
question, according to Goldberg, is whether the policies of the agency
are different from those that would be freely an
entering into a long-term supply contract on behalf of a consumer
coalition, and whether such a long-term contract is itself in
preference to a spot market. The areas where agency behavior can
be viewed most sympathetically from this perspective are the
capitalized public utilities, such as electricity and service.

An As~)es~)m~~nt

Within the range of discretion left by the operation of .... ....... ·....,.. .. ·""' ....... -4-..m~

tive procedure, the problem of predicting agency ""'rl>v.... .-. ....·........ .."

difficult as the problem of predicting oligopoly r'l£~II"n,.T'"i"......".

number of actors is small, and the variety of contexts
models are extremely difficult to construct..At
rent state of knowledge, we can hope to
within a rather constrained set of circumstances, or to show that
individual agencies behave in internally consistent ways.

We have a grab bag of theories, but there are a number of tanta-

gives the bureau's sponsors, for example, the House appropriations
committees, a take it or leave it choice-implying that bureaus wield
some monopoly power. Underlying the first characteristic is the max
imization of the administrator's utility function with arguments such
as salary, office space, power, and public recognition. Niskanen's
model leads him to conclude: "For different reasons ... both nlO-

and bureaus operate in regions that are inherently
.lI..lI.,-,Jl.ll.'-'I/V'V.lI..lI..lI..lI.VlI..L. The substitution of a bureau for a monopoly to provide

.. ""' ........... r ...... ',.T or service ... solves no problem" . The chief crit-
of Niskanen's model is that its assumptions are strong.

.lI.J..lI.I..:'V"JLJl.,",'...,,. budget maximization may be a poor proxy for bureaucrats'
real objectives.

Noll and Morris Fiorina provide the essential link be-
tween Niskanen-type bureaus and voters. The link is forged by dem-

the of "facilitation" services provided
congressmen to their constituents who must deal with the federal

The role of a congressman is not merely, perhaps not
to legislate services, but to facilitate their de-

Modern congressmen function as ombudsmen for their con
UV.lI.V~............. vu,. and they do so because it contributes to electoral success,
and provides an advantage to incumbents. Congressmen
have become increasingly aware of this role. There has been a steady
increase in effort devoted to their home office. For instance, between
1960 and 1974 the percentage of all congressmen's staff devoted to
district offices increased from 14 to 34 percent,. and the proportion
of congressmen listing offices has risen by 43 percentage

! Hence it appears to be in the interest of both bllreaucrats and
congressmen to have bureaucracy grow, while it is not necessarily in
their interest to be efficient.

lation as Contract
Victor Goldberg proposes a novel approach. He observes that

"relational contracts" (long-term contracts between parties with a
continuing economic relationship) have many of the features of ad
ministrative regulation. Such contracts may give suppliers a right to
serve and consumers a right to be served as a result of a process in
which both parties limit their future options in order to
minimize costs or uncertainty. Long-term contracts may not specify
prices so much as mechanisms for determining prices, and
so on. There is a striking analogy with regulatory procedures. Gold
berg goes one step further and suggests that a regulatory body may

be treated as if it were the "agent" of the consumer group
in negotiating and administering such a relational contract. This is an
interesting idea, although it seems inconsistent with the theory of
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ma~ket f~rces. From this observation we deduce that the effect may
be IntentIonal, and look for a reason it may be intended and a
mechanism by which the intention is carried out. The result be a
hypothesis about the "cause" of regulation that may a useful
framework into which the various ideas in the two
sections can be fit. The effort is motivated in the '1I'lV'o.."I--I. .. n.. + ..

of any of these older models to the existence and y"r.,n'll .. n"""' .....

form of administrative the existence of
obvious counter-examples to the of these theories.

It seems unreasonable not to begin with individuals. At the
choice of any alternative
tion. it seems sensible to assume, at least at the .0.0 ....... ..- •.

average and over the Congress reacts to voters' nyo,nt'£C~'W",n~nniJ..,,'"

and that regulatory agencies behave the way wants them to
act. Of course, it is possible that voters are frustrated
with th'e behavior of congressmen that voters do not care about
this sort of policy or that Congress in turn is frus
trated by the behavior of agencies but has no better alter
native. These are serious objections to the that 'lI/Or.r"'.... u,..,.+,.• ..- ...

agencies tend to behave the way voters want them to behave. The
objections are serious because there is a substantial amount of evi-
dence and a mass of that them. As to the link be-
tween voters and congressional on individual
regulat?ry .issues, the objections cannot be assumed away. But
the ObjectIons to assuming that consistent covero

•

ing a wide range of similar issues reflect the attitudes of median
voters are not so ~erious. The second of the that regu
latory agency actIons may not be used to infer If"l\('"\1nl'l'''lIODC4::''1Ir.."1';\ol

tives because the agencies may act to frustrate those is
easier to assume away. Congress has too many controls over the be-
havior of the agencies, their and the law under which
operate to make this as a run characteriza-
tion ~f be~avior.The continual over the years, of new
agencIes WIth the same form and the same rules is evidence
that Congress is reasonably content with their behavior. Other tests
of this hypothesis are and we will return to issue later.

So, at some risk, we are going to infer the of "'-''-''.ll. .... \Oo".JL. .......J1U

(and therefore of from about the be-
havior of regulatory agencies. This appears to leave
room for agency and is therefore in itself no 1t"1h,... ,.....",.""' ..

agency behavior. Surely administrative agencies have some
choice in policy-making, within and consistent with the broad
tives of congressional intent. This is precisely where those theories of
agency behavior discussed in the section come into

OF RA

In this section we forward the notion that the effect of admin
istrative procedure, the legal rules that constrain the forms of regu

decision-making, is to slow down or delay the operation of
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lizing links among them. Clearly the political scientists' interest
group approach to agency decision-making can be linked up with
Peltzman's of regulatory income redistribution. Goldberg's

of regulation as contract may provide the insights necessary
to a normative model of the "public interest"
theory of regulation in a way that allows us to distinguish empirically
between "good" and agency behavior. Noll and Fiorina pro-
vide the link between agencies and voters through the

"-'JL"-'''-'V'U''''\I,.IWlo process.
The various ways of about the process of regulation that

have been described in this section can be sorted very roughly into
three broad categories. The first is the old "naive" public interest
notion that regulators in fact do what they are supposed to do
......,.."..,.... 1-r.,,.'1"" the consuming from the effects of a variety of market
Imoerlectl.on.S. Goldberg's approach perhaps comes closest to mak.ing

operational and testable. The second category includes
models, such as those of Peltzman,

Niskanen. In these models rational regulators with
....... ""' ...... ""',,.,.,..... ,.... 1--I. .. r.,r'101-'1I''Il·ync seek their own ends. Generally, such models

..,....,....g'1l1-"O'.r'1o'1lr\'Y'\C' seeking essentially political rewards
use of the government's to redistribute income. These models
tend to be cynical, or probably appear so to noneconomists. The

general category of models tends to emphasize the limited in-
..L'V'.I.......... 'l.A.v... '-" ....... and rationality of organizational decision-making
bodies perhaps internal goals. Approaches such as
those of Joskow, Porter Sagansky, and the "cybernetic" or orga-
..,." .. r7'.n1-"'-"'Y'\n I theorists fit into this category.

be clear at once that these approaches need not be mutu-
A general theory of regulation would include

elements from each. But all of these theories fail to explain some
in fail to explain why

takes the special form that it does. Why
",,.,."O,..,,r.T''1I-r ,.J ...... +·.,.'1Ih'1l"O+'I'Y'\ri' regulators of Peltzman's model both

awkwardness of due process? Why not redis
do some powerful interest groups sometimes

not way in regulatory proceedings? The answer to these
questions may lie in a better understanding of the actual process of
decision-making upon regulators by administrative law.
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grant of a period during which adjustment can take
fixed costs amortized. Noneconomists are great l'"OC~ntCl{"\"t',O'1(OC'
costs; the transformation of useful and ~~ ....._........ """.........
an irrelevant sunk cost market or .UI'Ir~I'OljC~ • .r1Ir'"'I~r]\.

that is easily viewed as and even ,~ ...,.",............,.......
stantive policy decisions are COITT'n.n1rnrll

existing services at prices due process .......... "'~"'I.I4.Jl.JLJl.IIJ,Jl. ....... U

this abound: cable television, radio formats,
passenger railroads, natural gas.

The Noll-Fiorina theory predicts increasing use of Orll·1l"V'\,·Y'O,l'1of-"...,.,.of-, ..... ...."

procedure because of congressmen's desire to
for their facilitation services. There is no ~r-,.~"'·II".,.r'll'''''1/'"'r........
sional facilitation services are not as "....,..'-Ar1I-V-' ... 'r"'"

as in the normal ,executive bureau precisely
law protects the process from them. The T"1lr"1'1-"'1I""1~"IY"\

best (or most plausibly) social security and 1T,p1t':,p1l"~nIt;;! J

matters, and is least for the sorts of r1IO.,.,.,C,,,,v,\C' (},r' ... TjWlrr»aro

the strict form of administrative in
dures). the of Congress in llnril"l'TT"'IrII"ol

agency processes is not but rather lYl""'''''O<:llC'.carif

then mostly in policy (rulem~king)matters.
What needs to be supplied to complete the model? we need

to show that individual voters may all economic .,.,.n'OlnITOlC

be subjected to administrative procedure. One way to do this is to
assert that people prefer the forms of justice to the of the mar-
ketplace simply because courts are fair and but this
is tautological. Can it be demonstrated that it is in economic
interest to prefer judicialized decision-making to economic R1IIDl''''C''I~'V1I
making? The second step is to analyze the efficiency and rII"lIrlof-"",h.""of-,.". .. "",

consequences of replacing markets with courts. The
mative: can the objectives defined in step one be .,.r1III"'ll"llr'YT .......,'""

ciently with alternative procedures?

for ""1t"/,\".,.t:l.rlIllllt"~1 1I-'!JllllI"n.O~~

It is easy enough to find examples of agency I'\iOt"'l#Jl'T7""''1I'"

dict at least the simpler versions of the capture theory
Certainly neither the telephone company nor natural gas C""I"",,,,,,.,,,",,,II"l'1

would agree with the proposition that its ~espective were
sympathetic cartel managers. Nor would stockbrokers or passenger
railroads. Each of these industries has reason to the
behavior of its regulators. The FCC has been trying to
other firms to enter AT&T's previously monopolized YY'\tf"l'lt"'ITAT'C"

ural gas prices have been held not merely
below market-clearing levels. Stockbrokers have been
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The present hypothesis provides an explanation of some sour~es of
broad consistency in the decision-making process. These con~I~ten

cies are related to the single element that guides all agenc¥ decIsIons,
administrative law. Within the framework of administrative

and consistent with its imperatives, agency policy-making may
follow one or more of the hypotheses that have been constructed to

it. The is that certain important aspects of
the policy-making process are constrained to follow rules that ?ias
the outcome in ways, and that these rules have a plallslble
explanation in individual preferences. In contrast to much discussion
of regulatory behavior, this is not necessarily a theory of pathology.

The idea put forward here is simple. The courts and Congress have
collaborated in constructing a law of administrative procedure that
has certain economic Congress has simultaneously ex-

the range of economic decisions that are subjected to the
forms of this process. We should therefore be willing to accep~ ~he

''YY'llnl''{"\~Tlnln that Congress voters) intend this result. ExamInIng
the nature of the result gives insight into the objectives sought. The
,....1Y"o.,"/1.-V-''Ir'TA is economic or fairness. This is quite explicit; this is
what law is all about. There are two features of the administrative
process that are of interest. The first is delay. The second ~s d~riva

tive: the grant to individuals and their interest groups of eqUIty rIghts
in the status quo. ,

is inherent in any decisioI1-making procedure that IS forn:al
ized. But the nature of the administrative process is to accen
tuate that delay and to make the period of delay responsive to t~e

actions of the parties. In particular, any party disadvantage~,by the
decision is the right to delay that deCISIon for

many years. The extensive delay is not automatic. !he easing of
standing criteria and the promotion, by the court~, O,f Interest group
representation have increased the importance .of thIS rI~ht [29] .

The argument that it is an intended and ratIonal POlICY depends on
the assertion that voters agree that the victims of economic change
should not be placed at the mercy of the impersonal market, b~t

should instead be by a mechanism that provides eC0110mlC
justice.d A very minimum response to this desire is the

dThe words "justice" and "fairness," with certain exceptio~s made ~bvi?uS
by the context, are 'used synonomously in this chapter. Legal faIrness ,0: JustIce,
is sometimes said to mean treating equals equally, as oppos,ed t? gIVIng each
what he deserves. Both definitions are fuzzy at best. Howev~r, In. thIS chap,t~r the
central concern is with procedural fairness, a concept that ImplIes. the a~:)1hty to
rank economically identical outcomes on the basis of the manner In WhIch they
were attained, If the representative voter prefers one such manner or method to
another, we shall call it "fairer," or more just.
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Parties with superior resources have an advantage in able to sus
tain heavy litigation costs, but even parties with few resources can
use them strategically to delay resolution of the issue. The 6'"ll,"""i!·TnV'O.+.n,,.~,....

lies with those who gain from the status quo, which can in many
cases be perpetuated for years. For it is known
that the 1962 Kefauver-Harris AmendInents have to
impede the introduction of new drugs. The administrative process is
so lengthy and involved that it now takes five to seven years before
a new drug can reach the market, several years after the same
compound has been introduced in Needless to say, the
amendments work to the advantage of those estab-
lished . That this advantage does not lie with the regu-
lated industry is a well illustrated the Alaska
controversy and the of electric utilities an age of envi-
ronmentalists and inflation [

Legislators and successive democratically elected o:lri·lY"Y\"I·~lIC".+.".""...+.. r,,",,,r.

reacting to the preferences of voters, or median have been
steadily replacing markets with courts. We can the notion that
this is done because markets are inefficient to fiat alloca-
tion. The regulatory agencies are almost never told what sort of
allocational criteria m;e to use. Legislators, and therefore pre
sumably' median voters, are concerned that the process of resource
allocation be fair, and are apparently to the outcome
so long as the procedure is fair. From it is to infer that
people dislike the very process of free market no doubt
because its outcome is regarded as risky and therefore unfair. Alter-
natively, we might say that voters a system that some
leverage when the market confronts the'm with an economic par-
·ticularly one that is unexpected. This is inconsistent with pro-
ducers' demands for cartel management, and it the
political system does not react to the economist's calls for
deregulation.

Market forces, particularly those associated with innovative activ
ity, necessarily pose a threat to human beings with less than instan
taneous adaptive capabilities. It is not that investments in
physical capital with few alternative uses may be but also
investments in human capital: of an in-
dustry or a firm, and the like. Political activities to ~"",',""+""~-II-

the~e i~v~stm:nts from reductions in value may
be IndIstInguIshable from actions to achieve an increased
return on investment But to the extent JL"-,=Ja~R'A~

tors see the proposals for regulation as
to obtain the benefits of due process, with its slow 'VL ............. I'oJ"'... lI.Al.IIJA"'...,J1.J1."eThe demonstration of this tendency and its evaluation are Stewart's main

theses.
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SEC to decartelize their rates. Passenger railroads have been forced
into bankruptcy by the ICC's insistence on continued se.rvice:. .

The hypotheses that predict agency capture by or IdentifIcatIOn
with the industry regulated are thus not wholly consistent

the evidence. Of course, there is also a great deal of observable
,.....,.,.....,... <r'",."', ... that is consistent these theories, such as regulation de-
signed to "stabilize the (federal ~gricultural Pbli~y, oc.cu-

licensure, early regulatIon). Roger Noll s reVIew
of the Ash provides many other examples.

the Great Depression, regulatory agencies we~e severely cir-
........... ,.....",."C'I"..."." hr,rt by direct review of their decisions affef::ting prices
and [. The saw a clear conflict between the role
of agencies and the'due process guarantee of the
of Rights. Accordingly, the fairness of rates of return and the l~ke
could be settled courts of equity. As the scope of regulatIon
increased with the climate of opinion in the New Deal, the
judges ceded of their substantive decision-making .power ~o. the
agencies, reserving for themselves only the rig~t to r~vIew deCIS1(:m~
for comformity accepted standards of faIrness In the agenCIes
procedures. This gave at least the. appearance of increased a~m~nistra
tive power in the agencies, and the Congress reacted by CodIfymg the
rules of procedural fairness in the Administrative Procedure Act of

1946.
The essence of administrative law is that the decision-making pro-

cess must conform to standards of fairness, which in prac
tice means that decision-making is judicialized. Within each agency
factual issues must be resolved in hearings that are in fact trials em
ploying the adversary process before an "admin.is~rative
law " The judge's decision is appealed to the commISSIoners
lIJl.Jl.\,... Jl.Jl.Jl.UV

Jl
.Y""U'I and then to the courts. There are rules of evidence, rules

against ex parte contacts, discovery procedures, and subpoena pow
ers; in short, there is a wholly judicial process. Even "rulemaking"
broad policy decisions-is increasingly forced into this mold (32).

The purpose of this process is to give every interested party a day
in to ensure that all relevant information is adduced and scru=
..,...... Jl................ 'VL'l and to ensure that secret, fiat decision-making is eliminated.
The reviewing courts have acted to strengthen the integrity of this

and to enlarge the scope of interest group representation.
e

Recent "sunshine" laws underscore the intent of Congress.
The effects of judicialization are well known. Decision-making is,

or can extensively by the process of hearings and appeals.



. A for
In choosing among those policies by which wish to be gov-

e~ned, voters are moved by personal interests as well as abstract
?I~les. If there is any single ideological principle iD...·'trA'I"1V"O .. """ r<:' ""..,.,.//.".,. ... D .... +- .. ~--

It IS that free markets should be left alone because iD... 'trD"l"·1l'"\1l'"I\i..,.,.,.,..... -4-

competent to improve them. But if there is any {Tnv"',.,........... D 0"1-..,,1/"",... ...........• ..........·4-

that can be made about regulation over the
the scope of administrative regulation has increased H
we t ·1 th .. ow are

. ~ recon~I e ~se observations? must be reconciled ex- t

amln~ng the IncentIves of voters with respect to their own interests.
It IS well known that free market economies are not 1nr"lI..n'"If'""DT7'

to the greater or lesser periodic booms and busts of the various
of mac~oeconon:ic activity, but also to sudden and total dislocation
of partIcular mIcro-sectors as a result of shifts in d
demand. The free market is, in a It is reasonable to s~p
pose that most people wish to reduce the risks that d
even ~hat they will pay something to reduce those risks, at least w~~n
the rIsk of a very great loss is present .. In other voters may be
expected to be risk averse.

If the effec~ of reguiatioI1 is to reduce the risks faced individ-
~als (?y delayIng change and subjecting it to a process that
I~ "faIr") ~her: ~t is easily demonstrated that voters in a of
rIsk-averse IndIVIduals will prefer a regulated economy to a free -
ket Of 0 mareconomy, even 1. It costs something (see the t th 0

chapter). 0 IS

O?the surface, at least, it would appear that the newest
agencIes-the Environmental Protection Agency the Consumer Prod-
~ct S~fety Commission, the Health and Admin-
IstratIon-have been created not to b ttlo u 0 acce erate
It .. But a closer look suggests that this need not b tOf .t e rue.
. c~urse, I would be to argue that the purpose of ..... ~=_\\.~'LA.A-

tIon IS del~y. Congressmen do indeed want to clean up the environ-
ment a~d .Improve safety conditions. Bu~ choose a mechanism
for .achlevIng these ends that is perhaps less direct than such
feasIble alternatives as rules Ad·. . . n In a
major Impact of environmental and safety often is to
delay economic growth and change. But there are D"'tr.~A'V""+';""'-""

Consumer Product Safety Commission was not
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to preserv.e both. myth and reality. But the veil of administrative due
?rocess wIth WhI~h t?e j~diciary has shrouded this contradiction has
Its own substantIve ImplIcations In I·t t f. a new se 0

rules for resource allocation ..
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order to protect human investment, they may reasonably be sympa-
thetic. This of view, when coupled with the symbolic political
usefulness of the that regulation is to protect the consumer
from monopoly prices or unsafe practitioners and products, may be

persuasive. In a sense, then, regulation is not much different
from unemployment insurance and agricultural price supports, both
of are intended to protect human as well as financial interests

from the shocks and blows of market forces ..
It is, however, an open question whether the effect of the admin-

process is to soften, to draw out, the effects of
underlying market forces, or whether a fundamentally different re-
sult is achieved. Can we predict the direction of structural
changes in the absence of regulation? Did the railroads merely fail
later than they otherwise would have? cable and pay television
arrive in due course, or thirty years late?

It is worth again that process delay is available not just
to regulatory but to others as well. The is
""""" ' to those who wish to preserve the status quo. In the nor-
mal regulatory context, the beneficiaries are the existing

firms and the "victims" are new entrants and consumers ..
But there are other contexts in which the regulated firms are the vic-
tims of process : electric utilities seeking to new power
plants of any are a dramatic example. Relatively small organized
environmental groups have successfully delayed construction of such

for years. This supports the point, that the effect (if not the
of the process is to slow down the rate at

things change, but it must be admitted that the evidr,mce is
'"",....", ..... II .... T consistent the proposition that the point is to ma~e sure
that the change is "fair." even when the policy of the agency is
to the industry of some power or benefits, that pol-
icy can only be with painful and frustrating deliberation.
The FCC's pro-competitive policies have been in existence for years,
but AT&T has used the administrative process to delay their realiza-
tion. The SEC was not able to end fixed exchange rates quickly.

The search for fairness in the economic decision-making process is
attended by the persistent of the free enterprise ideal, the

between this and the interest of every
actor in the economic system. The has substance, for it is em-
"''',f'''iI'r>.,rt in the laws of property so that there is a contradiction
between the of intervention and the legal basis of economic
activity. Once we see that individuals no less than business enter
prises desire the of the state to provide shelter from the
free market, we see the necessity for judicial constructions that seek
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in
The stress on procedural fairness and forms breeds a

erence for fairness in substantive outcomes. The ideal court of
determines, on the basis of fair the substantive
rights. The outcome may well be one in which one of the ...... .,.",""'\\- .. ,.",...
loses substantial amouIlts of money or which .... '1/O'1I.n"k·+-+.....

belong to another party. But in the world of '1/On.n~ ........ + .. ,...• ..,-"

body of substantive rights, or at least not a
rights. Consequently, there is a to seek outcomes
appear distributionally according to social norms" This
results in market-splitting in cases where
competing firms or industries are the same agency" Eco-
nomic survival is one fundamental index of fairness" the S11r-
vival of all parties requires and the like"
Surely regulators who were striving for the most efficient industries
would not be embarrassed the exit of firms" Yet when
the Penn Central Railroad filed for in the
the ICC found itself in a very difficult The commission

The model of regulation proposed here is derived from a ge]:1el~al

ized observation about the effect of regulation, an ., ....."c............... ,..,...,..._

would be rational for voters to wish for this
link between voters and the legislated procedures, rllh.,.,. .....+,..,.""",...

get,s of agencies. As such, the model does not in any 11l'Yll"V"l._'!I"1l-..,• ..,-,,+

compete with the rational actor models of Peltzman and or
with the "cybernetic" models of scholars like Joskow and Allison"
There is room within the present of as a filter
for the other two approaches" The cybernetic how
rules of thumb develop to decisions in an environment of lim-
ited information and bounded but it does not n"t7"lI.... Kn'........

why this particular organization of means and ends came into
or why it resists rationalization. the of administrative
procedure as micro-market stabilization a framework within
which the cybernetic makes even greater sense" ~ ... ,....... ';In ..............

while rational actor models of the Peltzman abstract from the
frictions and imperfections of the real too can be fit into
the model in order to decisions that lie within the set
left feasible administrative and It would
be to argue at the end that active agency
chairmen, and their related Gongressional committees have no power
whatever over policy choices. Models such as Peltzman's are n ....... ·+-....... ,.... K.......

appropriate to explaining the use of that power.
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up marketing of new products until their safety had been
demonstrated. (The EPA has such power for pesticides, as the
has for drugs.) Does legislation to provide the CPSC with such power

lie in the future?
Even the facilitation-services model of congressional candi-

date success be congressional candidates will still take positions
close to those of median voters on policy issues. Thus, we have a
clear link between voters and congressional policy in establishing reg
ulatory agencies in setting the rules which ~hey ~pe:ate. T~e
~~+.,..."",,",+""""V'> is to attenuate the rate at which income IS redIstrIbuted In
society as a result of forces and technological progress. This
is not so much the substantive policies of the agency as

its mere eX.istence in the context of the administrative process.
The between this and Peltzman's should be clear: reg-
~ .. I...,.+ .. ,.,• ..,-" exists in Peltzman's because it is a device whereby the
....................... rll .. .,,-ru achieves success by redistributing income. Regula-
tion exists in the present in order to slow down the rate at

the free market redistributes income, thus reducing the market
risks faced voters. Unfortunately, at least for purposes of testing,

is consistent models.
P.AS Mordecai Kurz has persuasively argued, income redistri-

bution must be regarded as an endo;genous part of any democratic
society. The relative of the shares of midd~e-incom~groups
in the American economy is evidence consistent wIth the VIew that
those who are most to be risk-averse are those who enjoy real

political power. .. . ...
With this statement of the hypothesis, It IS possIble to InqUIre Into

the of the agencies themselves, using some of the theories
reviewed earlier. It is the as much as the ultimate outcome
that matters. Or rather, the procedure is the outcome. It is neverth,e
less instructive to ask Congress is generally satisfied or frus
trated the behavior of regulatory agencies, since evidence of
general frustration might suggest that the agencies were acting con
trary to the wishes of median voters. The most powerful to?l of con
gressional control is the budget process. A budget com~lttee .that
was dissatisfied the of a regulatory agency mIght eIther
increase that budget allow the agency to get on with the job) or
cut the budget the agency for bad performance). In either
case, the variability of regulatory agency budgets be greater
than that of other agencies. The evidence is that the budgets of regu
latory agencies over the last twenty years have not behave.d differ
ently from the budgets of nonregulatory independent agenCies [36] ·
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exit of competitors looks like a good way to
requires a fairly high prior estimate of the n"lr"'j""'\h''::llh''I111-''I"T

tion will tum out to be the right policy in order to offset the costs of
wasted investment in the event that it is note everyone
is very nervous about the that turns Ollt ex
to be unwarranted will not be exit the will
artificially preserve these entrants, as it has with Union over
the yearse

In a laissez-faire economy agents vote with units
powere The status quo in such ,an economy can be rll"1lC"1t""1IlI'VOhrllrll

technological change or a change in tastese ""'--'.4. ...,-~'.... .Il..ll. ...,,_O.J C'l"\d-,.nHc,C'

such an economy set off forces which move the 4-Jl ••• 'U'''''UUD",

position on the Pareto to ...... ,," ." .....,. 'Y'~C''1l1t"'I~'YI\

to a new frontiere It will not always rv'I'-'.'"".Il. ...

move the economy to a position which is
position (even if the effect of the change is to move the """lr"'I""\n1-101l"

wards) in the sense that no agent is hurt the The Jr'lllY"lIln1.r"llY"l1lTll

effect of the proposition that our is now controlled
administrative law is that the power of such n~lI~rntr.l\n
significantly increasede In effect, are some

. in the status quo, of which they cannot be riAlII"'lI1V01l"TArf .... .,,-r1l-.- ...... ,........ ..

processe" Compensation may take the form of an 1""\111'1"1I""1I1.... 1h1-

subsidy, or it may take the form of a ..., ...........,...,..,'............. I"...<lA...

ing the change which threatense Sometimes ro~rn't',n'i"\C"6Jl1t"',....'YI\

paid and the change is effectively vetoed.
novel. Political economists interested in
traditionally accepted the necessity of off lrl.~ 111,,-,,..,,..,.111,.7 "".11'"',-"" ...,,11"' ...... .,.,..,

groups that stand to lose from a policy change. The rl1"t"tOl"',onr"110

that compensation is not to groups that are 1rl.~R''-'I,."nRD,"T
tive, since the courts insist on
when there is no effective representative. This
lic interest advocates to wield in .rf"'"Oro,1-11""1IY1C

be contrary to the interest they In>,-,.,..............',..

despite its newness and apparently strong 1r1r1l·.-JIrII.r'll0..llrLl

clear just whose interest the Consumer BJ'"1'"""",,.,,,-

(CPSC) serves. Recently, in the interest of
aided by the trade association for American bicycle rn")Y1l1·lirn,n1t""l",...n''II''C'

developed bicycle safety standards which some .rfI.rOIC:~lInr"l""IIC'
would have effectively excluded foreign-made Inlf"1''iTn'IOC

keto However, due to protests the bicyclists'
were 11ever used e In the more traditional ......r-.. ... ..-11'....,,» C"l"TC~1-AlIn"'\ inter-
est groups wield political power if can be 'Oir ...·An·t-'1l'll'T,nH"I"T orga-
nized, and this necessarily results in a that is attuned
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was forced to why Penn Central should be bankrupt and
not other railroadse In other words, why was Penn Central treated

It is that agencies will reject economists'
efficiency-oriented solutions if these fail to take accou~t of equit!
considerationse firms have, in effect, a legal rIght to theIr
market shares, and their customers in effect, legal rights to the
existing prices and of servicese And it is important that.re~-

agencies recognize these rightse The Federal Trade Con:mIssI.on
was brought: to this realization in its first major .confrontatIo~,wIth
big businesse In 1917 the FTC issued a report statIng there was
artificial show of among the largest five meatpackers"

and that the Five had formed unlawful combinations to
cont;ol the livestock markete This convinced the Justice Department
that the should be more competitivee However, when
charges were against the meatpackers there was such an
uproar in Congress that the case never ~ot to court: S~nator J0mes
Watson of Indiana held the FTC responsIble for the IndIctments and
UI\J ..... .Il..ll..J'-I' .... '"""""" a resolution to investigate the commission which report

was invested with Bolshevikse The resolution did not pass, but
.........,...,("1,."''1l,.""f"'1l"...,,Y1 over the meatpacking industry was soon trans-

ferred to the of Agricultui'e where the competitiveness
of the industry went ..

The case of radio formats serves as another examplee In large CItIes
there are dozens of radio stations, comprising a highly competitive

Changing consumer tastes a~d other factors lead these ~ta-

from time to to alter the nature of their programmlnge
But the DeCe Circuit Court of Appeals has recently held that stations
are not free to do so at wille In "unique" programmhlg
formats (and what format is not in some sense unique?) may not be
abandoned without a formal adjudicatory proceeding before the
FCCe In effect, listeners have been granted a legal right to their pres
ent level and type of service, of which they may not be depri~ed

without due processe The economic effect of the due process reqUIre
ment is that an expensive blockade stands in the path of change, ~nd
the status quo achieves a more substantial stabilitye It is worth n?tI~g

that this is the court's idea, and that the FCC is actually oppOSIng It

The can be further illustrated by returning to the FCC's
common carrier Economists have generally welcomed the
commission's pro-competitive entry policies in this field, r:ot S?
much because it is well known that competition is optimal In thIS

in current dispute) as because we do not
is optimal. A policy favoring free entry and
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i~ lower than the welfare of either the laissez-faire economy or the
SImple delay model. we consider a Rawlsian
rule that permanently blocks alterations that reduce the allocation of
the poorest agent. Such an economy after has allo
cations 6,7, 7. The Rawlsian rule results in a drastic trend toward
equality, but when it as if it were
laissez-faire. The period to attain is
costly to the total wealth of the economy, and it never
recovers. (Note that the poorest in the Rawls model after
eighteen periods has the same wealth as the in
laissez-faire model.)

The changes in the preceding examples
mild ones, in which poor agents
wish to consider changes that are 1""\,....,,'Y',""'..,..+... ,....,""" ..... .,\-,...

ments, one drastic version of which is the 'V'"",-I-+,..,. ....."""

After eighteen periods of the economy that is unconstrained
by procedural fairness has allocations of 23.38, and wel
fare of 7.89, while the economy in which changes that reduce ware
blocked forever has allocations of and welfare of
11.21. A myopic Rawlsian rule results in a move toward

followed by the same pattern as the laissez-faire economy. The
results of all these alternatives are summarized in Table 1-1.

It is clear that the comparison of these rules is sensitive not
to the rules themselves but to the assumptions made about the initial
c.onditions and the nature and size of the exogenous In par-
tIcular, the pattern of changes in the first few may
each be a generation long) is very It is very far from obvi-
ous what the proper set of assumptions is from the of view of
realism. This suggests that it will be difficult not to build a
reasonably comprehensive model of the actual ' rule
examples above are very primitive) but to say what
of that model will be. One thing that this exercise has shown is that
procedural fairness may be extremely costly in terms of total societal
wealth, and that it does not necessarily result in a that
satisfies its own myopic criteria.
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to the real interests of the group. When consumer groups, for in
stance, are represented proxy advocates, it may be much more
'-'I.JI...IL. .JLJI."" ....... Jl.IV to design or even conceive of compensation schemes that
unblock the proposed Political reality confines the policy-
maker to the task of the least costly compensation mecha-
nism, and the effect of administrative procedure is to severely limit
the the nature of administrative law makes
it impossible for one important interest group to be repre-
sented-that group does not exist the proposed change
has been made, be organized or even identified only
after the change. market systems do not discriminate
against such groups.

analysis of the effect of administrative fairness
proceed on a very abstract level by constructing a gen-

eral equilibrium of an economy with agents who, individu-
, have legal right to the status quo. Such a model would doubtless

show that compensation sch~mes are necessary to achieve any rea
sonable definition of efficiency. The problem then may be seen
merely as an excessively inflexible menu of compensation options.
But this may be inaccurate if people view money transfers as in-

inferior to economically equivalent com-
pensation in the form of delay, outright blockage, or alternative

concessions.
of resource under various rules of fairness are
extrelnely sensitive to assumptions that are difficult to

make realistic. an economy with three agents, starting out
with the 1,1. This economy is subject to ex-
ogenous shocks that are cyclic over three periods. In period 1 we
alter these allocations +1, +1, -1. In period 2, the alteration is +1,
-1, +1, and in period 3 it is -1, +1, +1. In a laissez-faire economy this
sequence proceeds without hindrances. After eighteen periods, the

, allocations are 16, 7,7. An economy, subject to rules of procedural
fairness that simply all allocations (that hurt anyone) by one

will lag one behind the laissez-faire economy. After
eighteen periods, the are 6, 6, which is equivalent to
the seventeenth of the laissez-faire economy. A second pos-
sible model of fairness would block permanently any
change that lowered aggregate social welfare. We define a garden vari-

social welfare w = ~ ~(Xi' where (Xi is the resource
l

allocation of agent i. If a change is blocked, the allocation of the pre
vious period remains in force. After eighteen periods, such an econ
omy has allocations of 10, 7, 7 and a welfare number of 8.45, which
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issues of implied immunity, exclusive and primary and
state action. The second is in the policy-making process where the
Antitrust Division is frequently a to rule-making , of
the re.gulatory agencies. The division has been active in
banking, communication, and airline issues. Both of these areas of
antitrust activity, however, involve traditional issues of ...... Jl.'-Al.IUU.1VJl.

structure, entry, and competition, rather thall the interaction of
agencies with their industries and strategic use of the
administrative process.

The l~w of antitrust in the area of regulated industries is very far
from beIng settled. Recent decisions swing both ways, with such cases
as the Detroit Edison Company's sale of light bulbs and the
preliminary jurisdictional ruling in U.S. v. AT&T
and U. S. v. NASD on the other. These cases
utory construction. A more interesting approach from the ",","!I",~C"r"...... +

perspective i~ the use by regulated firms of the process
Itself to achIeve ends repugnant to the antitrust laws. The notion
here is.that SUc? ~irms may "abuse" the administrative process. The
resolutIon of thIS Issue law is since we have that
the behav~or involved, far from being an abuse of process, is lr"\'VO''''''''''''1lC'.n.BTY

the behaVIor for which the process is intended. It is therefore
while to examine the cases which deal with this issue.

First, there is some common law and some case law '-"I."''l.Jl,Jl..J!.,.J!..J!.~

with abuse of judicial process. An example of abuse is the initiation
of a law suit to compel payment of a debt which is not the of
the complaint, accompanied by an express offer to terminate the suit
if the debt is paid . The use of process to intimidate or
to preclude their own access to process, is a that the
trans~e~sor has taken specific collateral actions which prove intent.
InquIry Into subjective motives is insufficient. "Acts which
in themselves are legal lose that character when become constit
uent elements of an unlawful scheme"

Second, there is a line of patent cases in which In]:rIrlgem(~nt

by the patentee were viewed as abuse of process because their intent
was proven to stem from a pattern of behavior to eliminate
competition in violation of the antitrust laws

Third, when abuse of process comes the First
Amendment rights of persons to officials for "!I"£'\.r-ll'1lJ9.n..MM

of grievances (i.e., to lobby for special interest treatment
ment), the activity is Two cases in this area limit
actions for abuse of process. are Eastern Railroad President's
Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, and United Mine Workers v.
Pennington . For a time these two cases seemed to eliminate

OF

Antitrust law is an obvious candidate counterexample to the propo
sition that markets have lost political legitimacy. But the counter
example will not stand up to scrutiny. First, much antitrust policy
historically has protected competitors, not competition. The whole
notion of and its regulatio11 is consistent with
our hypothesis. Second, antitrust law is not concerned with competi
tion in the efficiency sense, but with competition in the fairness
sense. Small firms are better than large ones. Economies of scale are
no defense. All mergers are bad. Despite a good deal of wishful think
ing on the part of economists, antitrust law, and usually antitrust
policy, has little to do with the legitimacy of the price system. A
gloss on antitrust law might, with only slight exaggeration, read "in
those markets where courts do not directly control allocation, mar-
ket actors must be fair to each other."

There is a second aspect of antitrust which is of interest here. This
is the conflict between antitrust and regulation, invo~ving antitrust
attack on regulated firms and even regulatory agencies. Within
present system, there is a clear and long-standing antagonism between
the regulatory statutes and the antitrust laws, and their respective
agents. This antagonism is reconciled at times in statutes granting
antitrust immunity to firms, but there remain two areas in
which direct takes place. The first is in actu.al antitrust
litigation involving firms, where the courts must decide

Source: See text.
*After equality is achieved, Rawls economies are laissez-faire.

**Welfare in the first period in each case is 5.16.
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Table 1-1. Period Allocations and Welfare

Resources

#1 #2 #3 L: w**

A. (+1, +1, -1) etc.

Delay 1 period 17 6 6 29 9.02

Block if w+ 10 7 7 24 8.45

Laissez-faire 16 7 7 30 9.29

Rawls* 6 7 7 20 7.74

B. (+20%, +20%, -20%) etc.

Block if w+ 89.19 .78 .78 90.75 11.21

Laissez-faire 23.38 2.34 2.34 28.06 7.89
2.62 2.99 2.99 8.60 5.08



one should expect that the courts will strike down the
of antitrust law to prevent use of process, and to
strengthen procedural nOTInS in order to deal with abuse of process.
In doing so, the courts will be bound to further the role
of interest group representation, and may be in to pro-
tect the agencies from" excessively" interest groups.
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When there is a sudden shortage of gasoline or natural gas, or
an overpowering instinct in favor of and controls
seems to motivate both public and action. The mar-
ket system, at least when it responds to is 1t'o.nrn1t'''.... n.rll

as an unfair allocation mechanism. The first instinct of an economist
is to say that this behavior reflects dissatisfaction with the ..-.II .. r.+o ....... L-.. .....

tional effects of a price system, and that an efficient and also
result could be achieved by using some scheme in con
junction with market prices. Such schemes are seldom used. IIJn1I"'htr\'il""'C'

the reason is that distributional effects in the are not the
real issue. The medium is the message. The the allocation
mechanism itself is the real economic issue. are to
trade off s.ome efficiency for increased fairness. other
words, compensation schemes that preserve the distribu.-
tion of wealth may nevertheless be as inferior to ..,. ..... 1'... ,.,. ............... ,...

schemes with lower economic This is the
that Robert Nozick makes in Anarchy, State &
means and ends in economic choice.

The climate of intellectual opinion regarding has essen-
tially reversed itself since the days of the New Deal. Government
activities that were then thought to be humanistic and liberal are now
"known" to be illiberal and regressive. But we have gone too
far in our criticism of the behavior of and insti-
tutions. It is easy enough for economists to up the
fantasy of assuming that the world cares or should care about some
narrowly defined notion of efficiency, and we have per-
suaded other disciplines to the same view 0 Too little has .-
been paid to the implications of the insti~utional framework of pro
cedure in the administrative process. When we do focus on this
process, it becomes at least arguable that at the cost of
some efficiency and of some progressivity, may have sub
stantial benefits to individuals protecting them from some of the
risk they would otherwise face from the of the efficient
but ruthless free market. Whether this is so is a question t11at must be
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anticompetitive abuse of process as a Sherman Act violation by rea
son of First Amendment immunity. In the Noerr case, a group of
railroads conducted a publicity and lobbying campaign to influence

. state of Pennsylvania officials to the detriment of the trucking indus
were successful. The Supreme Court unanimously upheld

the railroads' to " to influence the passage or enforce-
ment of laws ..." . In Pennington, the court said, "Noerr shields
from the Sherman Act a concerted effort to influence public officials
regardless of intent or purpose" [48] ·

The Noerr-Pennington doctrine was applied and extended by the
lower courts in a long series of cases in the 1960s · But there
were exceptions. One court to grant Noerr immunity to a

submission of false data to a regulatory commission [
In two cases the D.C. Circuit, attempts were made to
ance" the antitrust of the nation with the defendents' First-

'Il"VlICJ'"V\rt1l'V'llt:.:lI'Y\r rights [ ] . Generally, the effect of these decisions was
to widen an exception written into Noerr the Supreme Court:
that" sham" conduct is abuse of process.

The swung back from Noerr in two recent cases where'
abuse of process was to be an antitrust offense. In the first,
California Motor Transport v. Trucking Unlimited [52], ~ group o.f

joined in an plan to exhaust process In OppOSI-
tion to each and every new application for certification by the Cali
fornia and to share the expenses of doing so. The Supreme
Court found an in this because the effect was to

entrants from having "free and unlimited access" to the
agencies and the COD.rts means of the conspirators' massive, con-
certed, and purposeful activities.

The distinction seems to be between the right of a group to
seek its own advantage from the government and a program of action
which prevents group from doing same. This is a narrow
and awkward distinction, and one wonders whether it can be a viable
tool in deciding future cases. On the other hand, it is consistent with
the hypotheses in the preceding section. The second
case Otter Tail Power Co. v. U.S. [53], involved efforts by Otter
Tail'to discourage municipalization of power service by entering into
litigation with the cities, thus hampering the sale of "litigation-free"
revenue bonds. The court found that "repetitive use of liti-
gation Otter Tail was and designed principally to prevent
the establishment of electric systems and thereby to pre-
serve defendant's .... The litigation comes within the
'sham' ex.ception to the Noerr doctrine ..." [54].

These cases pretty leave the legal issues undecided. If our
characterization of the purposes of administrative regulation is souno.,
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date 2 to consumer i, a
of continuous random
variables

date 1 to consumer i

a realization of

date 1, net to consumer i

date 2, net to consumer

date 2 to consumer i, a
of bounded random
variables

t 2i = -ei

zi E (f{G

Consumption: wi E (flG

Xi E (fiG

Trades:

Noise:

Utility:

Regulation: The superscript r on a variable that the
variable is being considered in a state of the econ
omy in which one, several, or all goods are regu
lated; absence of the sU'perscript an un
regulated economy. Alternatively, absence of the
superscri:pt may be taken to mean a regu-
lated economy, in which case the will
denote regulation of an ·:.lr1.rtllT',,",v,\n

1. Regulation affects only date 2 ·U~1f·l~t"'\lnC'

2. ei has the same distribution as ei + 'it for all i. This ~C!C'l11t""1r\~·f-"IIr.."V1I

expresses the filtering effect of the regulatory process. Note that
it allows the possibility of different effects on rhi"TA1I",n,.,...,.+ Y"1I61l"''Y''hu,n.

also, it does not require that ei =ei + zi'

3. E (e i) =E (ei). This assumption will be relaxed C'U"IIrl"nT'IIT'7'

4. E(zi1ei)=O,forallei.

5. ~egulation does not alter date 2 prices. This assump-
tIon may be regarded as a Nash : each consumer in eval-
uating regulation examines his own n"'tr~n,n1rn,ri

change and realizes that it alone has a 1l"1l.n..'TUlI ....I"'~II""' lIlY"lIorllllll.n.'IY"l

prices wh~n there are many' consumers. It is ~necessary in
InterpretatIon to assume that prices have no stable
tion with ei for any i (e.g., one could assume that et 's are
uted independently over consumers), since consumers

date 2 to consumer i, a G-vector
of continuous random variables

a realization of et

date 1 to consumer i. «(f{G is the
G-dimensional real Euclidean
space).

i= ... ,H

e· E (ftG
l

e· E (f{G
l

j= 1, ... , G

Consumers:

Endowments: wi E (f{G

Goods:
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addressed further research; it is certainly not self-evident. The
hypotheses that we have been discussing in this chapter do not yet
have normative implica~ions; we do not regard the phenomena of
.......... l-''\''''''''' .... '..,.. ........ ....., ........ as either good or bad. Future research that is aimed at
normative conclusions must consider, first, whether the administra
tive process does provide people with a means of avoiding risk in the
market system, and second, whether it does so at acceptable cost or
whether it is superior to alternative means of achieving eco,nomic
security and justice. We do not know the answers to these questions.
Nevertheless, we are reminded of Edward Gibbon's comment on t.he
fall of Athenian democracy: "In the end they valued sec\lrity more
than valued and they lost both." "

The proposition stated on page 25 of the text is trivial in mean
variance analysis with one good. In the following note Mr. Sherrill
Shaffer demonstrates its validity under somewhat more general con
ditions.

To motivate the discussion, we note that, whenever parties can
forestall or diminish a threatened loss through regulation, the uncer
tainty of their endowment in the next period is reduced on the
downward side. However, since blocking such losses also involves
blocking corresponding gains to other parties, the regulatory process
may be expected to reduce endowment uncertainty on the upward
side as well.



Ei = ei - 6ei for all e z': (where E r
z' is a ... ...., ............ 4..I\A.vJ.,V.iI.! f "'r) do Ei ,an
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(i) 6.ej = 6.ej (OJ), a rising function of OJ, and

(ii) E{Uj(wj,xf - 6.eJ} = E{Uj(wj,Xj)} ,

by Assumption 7.

Thus we may construct a new, random, date 2 O'Yl,ril"·'C'lI'T1l"'ll"""''''... + 'E':
such that l

E {Uj (w j, € i + t2 j) IW j, t2 j } = E {Uj ( W j ,ej + ) I

That is, regulation may incur a real cost of 6.ej reduce the
expected date 2 endowment by that and still be .......,." .... 1_1 __

preferred. Reductions less 6e· will
strictly preferred. This, then, is the I of As-
sumption 3: instead of requiring that E (ej) = E (e~ ), we
need the weaker condition 'that E(e·) < E(e':) + 6e~.
f · z - z z
or. any gIven 0i' 6ei is a G-manifold.

stant, there is some nonrandom, compensating \/"jY",n'T"""V'OJ of the
date 2 endowment, 6ei' such that

Assumption 7 is not necessary
ence. The result would still hold for instance we
Assumption 7 and replaced assumptions 2, and 4 '

(2a) (ei + t2i ) has the same distribution as (e': + t r . ) + z"".
• Z 2l l

t2i IS a function of Wi and ei' and t 2i is a of
and ei ;

(3a) E(ei + t2i ) = E(ei + t 2i ) and

(4a) E {Zi I(e i + t2 i) } = 00

Interpreting these new assumptions, though, is not CI'f-'VOn'rt'k+-t.:--'~A
ward.

(c) Assumptions 3 and 4 are not necessary in modeling ... ....,!'-" ............... V.JlV.l.Jl.

a noise filter, but they are necessary to the above
mous regulation preference. I-Iowever,
stronger result than that for the -'-",",,""'''~A,__

established in Chapter 1.

Note that it has not been necessary to assume a fixed relation
between E (ei) and wi. The model thus allows for expectations
of growth or recession, which may change over time (e.g., set
E (ei) = Wi + a, where a may vary and assume either sign). What
is is that E(ei) = E(ei).

which is a function of ei ; and for the unregulated
economy. Assumptions 2, 3, and 4 allow us to apply to ei and ei the
ordering < a defined in Rothschild and Stiglitz [55]. Assumption 7
and our definition of ei and 'ii as vectors of real, bounded, continu
ous, random variables enable us to apply the generalized ordering
< of Rothschild and Stiglitz [56]. The equivalence of the two_U

orderings mentioned in Rothschild and Stiglitz [56] and proved in
Strassen [ proves

(b) The result of weak preference was obtained for con~

sumers who are either risk averse or risk neutral. A more inter
esting result is obtained when consumers are risk averse (Ui is
strictly concave): then, for all zi not identically equal to the zero
vector, E{Ui(Wi,xi)} = E{Ui(Wi,Xi) + 0i' 0i > 0, for regula
tion of some good or goods. This that, holding Wi con-
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could learn the distribution over time and predict prices witl1 arld
without regulation.

6. t 2i = t2i for all ei and ei This assumption will hold in expecta
tion given assumptions 3 and 5, with price-taking, utility-maxi
mizing consumers.

7. Ui (wi' Xi) is continuous, weakly concave, bounded, and mono
tone increasing for all i.

That is, regulation is unanimously, weakly preferred.

Proof: Assumptions 1 and 6 we can take Wi' tIi' and t2i as given,
so that
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(c)

-
e

-
e

(These four outcomes are representative, not exna·US1~IV.~.

,
e

fe

(1) OUf mechani~m o.f risk reduction 2-4) may
leave hi (ei) bImodal but shrink e and e' toward e . it

may, alternatively, leave e unchanged but raise e' and 7f' • '. , ' ,
It may leav: e. the sa~e but lower e and 1f ; or it may
convert hi (ei) Into a unImodal distribution

(2) Approaching the issue from a fairness one ex-
pects regulators to be concerned with a consumer's to
a maintaiI1ed value of his human or more
wit~ his ~ight to work. Thus we would expect effective reg
ulatIon eIther to lower 1f (alternatives (c) and
where (d) is interpreted as a full arnnlr'TY,............. "... +. L .... ""..... £"',...",.,. .... ..-

to raise the mean endowment of an llY1lr'll'YV.",....,I,... ... "",...J

(alternatives and ). Alternative does not neces-
sar~y imply ~ full economy; but as
fi(ei) and gi(ei) remain the other 11"..+· ..... .".'.... ..".,.,.

tation is that in the mean endowment of an individual is
the same whether he is or an out
come.
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. No~, one may approach the effect of regulation on this distribu
tIon In several ways.

e·z

e·z

e
-
e

f
e

,
e

'"'Ll,,"'I''''"10''''' of ei unconditional on i's employ-
1fgi (ei ) + - 1f) fi (ei ) and is a bi-

~.L""';'V..L.LPJI'-'ILV.L""'.LJl. with mean e:

where e is the mean of fi (ei) ·

When consumer i is unemployed, assume that his endow
ment follows a unimodal distribution gi (ei) with mean less
than that of his "employed endowment":

variances of fi (et) and gi (Pi) may take any finite

values.)

Assume that without regulation there is a probability 1f that
a given consumer will be unemployed in date 2.

(2) Assume a unimodal distribution fi (ei) of ei given that con

sumer i is employed:
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(e) Note that quite general distributions of ei are allowed. In particu
lar, examine the case of G = 1, so that the endowment consists
of one good, say income. We may treat the notion of unemploy
ment of a consumer, even though no production or labor market
has been modeled, as follows:
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Chapter 2

The international communications industry consists of five
firms: American Telephone and Telegraph

Satellite Corporation , Union
RCA Globcom, and ITT Worldcom (see Table

There are, in addition, several minor companies. The of
companies is recited elsewhere [

The products or services provided by the consist of
telegraph (or "record") communications made up of

In this and subsequent chapters we begin to illustrate some
of the phenomena described in 1. The aim is to
present actual examples of the strategic use of the admin-

istrative process, and to shed further on the issue of whethe~

regulation achieves the goals it seems to have been for.
The example in this chapter is the international communications

industry in the context of a decision faced the FCC in
: whether or not to approve AT&T's for ~"",,'fI'l~·~.... ,,..,r.,-. .......

build a new transatlantic called"
a particular technology called "SF-type" cable& There are im

"',....-w+rl.V'\+ lessons to be learned from the FCC's and AT&T's behavior
in this decision-making process as well as from the frame
work that provides the backdrop for the decision. V\Te will review

lessons after the story has been told.

negative, or zero

Assllme here that regulation is costless. Then regulation is at least
weakly all consumers i for whom E (ei) < E (ei) +

+ 6e. (or rr: >- 6e
l
· for E (ei) == E (ei) ; see Comment (b)).

1 1-

The' significance of such a transfer scheme is obvi()us: suppose
a group of individuals were to increase their wealth through bal
anced-budget transfers alone. They would find no one willing to
support the scheme, as it demands contributions (in our nota-

rj < 0) from persons outside the benefiting group. On the
other hand, if the group combines the transfer scheme with a
costless, risk-reducing regulatory plan, the transfers may be de
signed so that the complete package is preferred to nonregulation
without transfers, even by persons for whom rj < O. If the 6ei's
may be observed or inferred then any group of consumers may
thus explicitly maximize the redistribution to itself subject to
retaining unanimous majority) preference for the plan.

Xi == ei + t2i

xi==ei+tZi+Ti
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There are several interesting points about all this:

The risk reduction approach in this sirrlple example gives the
same result as a fairness approach, and is therefore empiri-
cally indistinguishable.
The result in alternatives (c) and is to lower the expected
endowment of a working consumer below that obtained
without regulation. Therefore, if people compare outcomes
using e rather than e as a reference point (as seems likely), it
will appear that regulation has cost something in cases (c)
or (d); but, the very construction of our model (Assump
tions 2-4), regulation has zero cost in this exalnple.
The illusion that results (c) and (d) are costly may create an
incentive to regulate by methods (a) or But fairness
considerations may offset this incentive, since a "right to
work" may appear fairer than a "right to be compensated
for not being allowed to work."

Systematic transfers to each consumer under regulation, rj , may
be incorporated into the modeL Let


